LIZHI’s Thriving Social App TIYA Amps Up Real-Time Interactivity With Key New Features
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GUANGZHOU, China, May 09, 2022 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- LIZHI INC. (“LIZHI” or the “Company” or “We”) (NASDAQ: LIZI), an audio-based social
and entertainment platform, has unveiled a slew of new features for its TIYA App, a global social networking platform. These new features, available
through the latest app update, enrich TIYA users’ real-time online interactions.
Having been downloaded by nearly 20 million users by the end of 2021, TIYA aims to meet users’ social needs in diverse usage scenarios by
continuously innovating easy-to-use online social networking tools and creating a real-time interactive social space.
Among TIYA’s new features, its modified group recommendation function uses LIZHI’s in-house technology and AI to recommend suitable and
relevant “groups” based on users’ interests, further customizing and optimizing the user experience. Groups already engaged in real-time chat are
recommended first so that users can immediately join the group’s conversation – this brings together active users and increases group social
engagement on TIYA.
Both TIYA’s group function and real-time interactive group spaces now also benefit from LIZHI’s proprietary technologies: VoderX, an instant
messaging (IM) platform that enhances online interactivity and provides tailored IM functions; and DOREME, an audio and video streaming solution
that provides high-quality technical support for LIZHI’s products, including reducing voice delay and optimizing sound quality. Improving the quality and
efficiency of real-time interactions through DOREME enables smoother and more stable communication in multi-user scenarios. Integrating VoderX
and DOREME into TIYA has optimized the online social audio experience making it even more vibrant with innovative features such as special voice
effects for audio chats and personalized instant messaging options.
TIYA continuously improves its interaction functions and invitation process for group spaces to create more user-friendly social products, help users
more easily and efficiently make online connections, and grow active online communities.
In a recent app update, TIYA had unveiled a new innovative feature, dubbed the “real-time interactive group space,” on top of a redesign and
optimization of its user interface. TIYA users can easily switch to the new real-time interactive group space with just one click, enabling group access
to voice and text chat, image and screen-sharing, in-app YouTube video playback, and more multimedia functions – these combined features
encourage real-time socializing with friends and contribute to a richer social experience.
Since its launch, TIYA has endeavored to enrich the online social experience for communities as well as help users foster lasting connections and
more effective online interactions through diverse communication features. TIYA plans to continuously roll out more new features through app
updates, such as new ways to interact online based on users’ interests, with the ultimate goal of satisfying users’ needs and becoming a global,
leading real-time social platform for diverse communities.
About LIZHI INC.
LIZHI INC. has created a comprehensive audio-based social ecosystem with a global presence. The Company aims to cater to users’ interests in
audio entertainment and social networking through its product portfolios. LIZHI INC. envisions an audio ecosystem where everyone can be connected
and interact through voices. LIZHI INC. has been listed on Nasdaq since January 2020.
For more information, please visit: http://ir.lizhi.fm.
Safe Harbor Statement
This press release contains forward-looking statements. These statements are made under the “safe harbor” provisions of the U.S. Private Securities
Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Statements that are not historical facts, including statements about the Company’s beliefs and expectations, are
forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements involve inherent risks and uncertainties, and a number of factors could cause actual results to
differ materially from those contained in any forward-looking statement. In some cases, forward-looking statements can be identified by words or
phrases such as “may”, “will,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “target,” “aim,” “estimate,” “intend,” “plan,” “believe,” “potential,” “continue,” “is/are likely to” or other
similar expressions. Further information regarding these and other risks, uncertainties or factors is included in the Company’s filings with the Securities
Exchange Commission. All information provided in this press release is as of the date of this press release, and the Company does not undertake any
duty to update such information, except as required under applicable law.
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